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Abstract
With an increasing amount of text data
available it is possible to automatically extract a variety of information about language. One way to obtain knowledge
about subtle relations and analogies between words is to observe words which
are used in the same context. Recently,
Mikolov et al. proposed a method to efficiently compute Euclidean word representations which seem to capture subtle
relations and analogies between words in
the English language. We demonstrate
that this method also captures analogies in
the German language. Furthermore, we
show that we can transfer information extracted from large non-annotated corpora
into small annotated corpora, which are
then, in turn, used for training NLP systems.

1

Motivation

Large text corpora are a rich source of information for testing language properties. Once we formulate a linguistic hypothethis, we can formulate
queries to collect evidence from the corpus (Klein
and Geyken, 2010). However, very large corpora
allow us to perform automatic exploration of the
corpus to identify subtle relations between words
or word groups.
Unfortunately, the analysis of large corpora is
computationally challenging. As the size of a corpus grows, the size of the used vocabulary also
grows, because a larger subset of language is covered. We found that the German Wikipedia contains more than 1.6 million unique words.
In order to find instances of all possible wordword relations or word classes, a very large sample
of text data must be drawn. We usually refer to this
problem as the “curse of dimensionality”. How-

ever, for most Natural Language Problems, only
little annotated training data is available.
Recently, Mikolov et al. (2013c) introduced a
method for discovering linguistic regularities in
large corpora based on neural networks. Their
method learns a mapping from words to vectors in
RD called word embeddings. Embeddings allow
simple vector operations that seem to capture syntactical and semantical regularities. This method
has been successfully applied to English text corpora. For the first time, we thoroughly evaluate
this method for the German language.
Our goal is to extract information on word relations from large unannotated corpora and enrich smaller annotated corpora like the TüBa-D/Z
treebank (Telljohann et al., 2009) – a collection
of German newspaper articles – with this information. More specifically, we want to discover
word similarities and analogies in order to aggregate words into groups.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
section 2 we formally introduce Mikolov’s word
embeddings, in section 3 we present our experiments for German and English Wikipedia documents. Then in section 4 we show related work.
Section 5 concludes our work.

2

Word Embeddings

Mikolov et al. proposed a neural language model
that estimates word transition probabilities from
a training corpus (2013c). By gradually reducing
the complexity of their model, the authors enable
the efficient use of large text corpora resulting in a
simple neural network with input layer, linear projection layer and log-linear output layer (Mikolov
et al., 2013a; Mikolov et al., 2013b). The projection layer of this model implicitly calculates a
mapping u : V 7→ RD from the vocabulary V to
the space of word embeddings RD .
Surprisingly, these embeddings show striking
syntactic and semantic properties that allow us to
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perform simple vector operations, e.g.,

3.2

u(P aris) − u(F rance) + u(Italy) ≈ u(Rome)

Mikolov et al. analyze the accuracy of word
embeddings on semantic and syntactic relations
based on a test set. This test set contains phrases
of the form “a is to b what c is to d.” for different
categories of relations, e.g.

In order to train such an embedding, Mikolov et
al. present two closely related network topologies
(cf. figure 1). The first model, called CBOW, estimates probabilities for words vi ∈ V given their
surroundings w1 , . . . , wN using a softmax function. Let U be a weight matrix shared across all
contextual words w1 , . . . , wN and let Wi denote
the i−th row of the output matrix W , then this
model can be formulated as follows:
•

ũ =

N
X

•

i=1

exp(Wi0 ũ)
•

The second model, called Skip-Gram (SG), reverses the CBOW task. Given a single word vi ∈
V it estimates the probabilities for the surrounding
contextual words w1 , . . . , wN . The mathematical
formulation for this model is naturally extracted
from the CBOW model by adding multiple output
matrices W (1) , . . . , W (N ) to the model while reducing the input layer to one word.
The authors show, that the word embeddings u
capture semantic relations between words by using simple vector operations. Additionally, they
find that similar words have similar embeddings
by the means of Cosine similarity. This enables
efficient queries for word similarities in a vocabulary since the word embeddings can be efficiently
computed as a look-up in table u and the Cosine
similarity can be implemented as linear-time vector operation.

3

The task of this test set is to predict the word d
where words a, b, c are given. To do so, a simple
nearest neighbor prediction is used:
db = argmin{ku(a) − u(b) + u(c) − u(v)k22 }
v∈V

exp(Wj0 ũ)

V
P

king is to queen what man is to woman

U wi

i=1

p(vj |w1 , . . . , wN ) =

Identifying Word Analogies

Experiments

3.1 Training German Word Embeddings
We train our word embeddings using the German
Wikipedia (Wikimedia, 2015). This set contains
roughly 591 million words with a vocabulary of
1.6 million words. As a comparison, word embeddings for the English Wikipedia with approximately 1.7 billion words and a vocabulary size of
1.7 million words are trained as well (Wikimedia,
2015). An available subset of word embeddings
computed by Mikolov et al. on a large GoogleNews text corpus will serve as a reference value
for our experiments (Mikolov, 2015).

A question is correctly answered if db equals d.
For the first time, we analyzed the accuracy of
word embeddings in the German language. Therefore, we half-automatically translated this English
test set into German using (Moraes, 2015). Additionally to this regularity test, we analyzed the
performance of word embeddings on word analogies. To do so, we assembled a list of one thousand nouns for the German and English language.
For every German noun, we queried twelve synonyms on average using OpenThesaurus (Naber,
2015). For the English language, OpenOffice
(Foundation, 2015) provided a synonyms dictionary with thirteen synonyms per noun on average.
We then computed the average Cosine similarity between word embeddings and their synonyms
embeddings. As a reference we computed the average Cosine similarity between random nouns.
Results for the regularity test are presented in
table 1. As you can see, the word embeddings capture regularities between nouns in the German language quite well (cf. category “capital-common”
and “capital-world”), but show relatively poor performance on plural forms and past tense (cf. category “gram7” and “gram8”). Reasons for this may
lie in the lexical character of the underlying training corpus, the relatively small size of the German
Wikipedia compared to the English Wikipedia and
Google News-Corpus as well as irregularities in
word construction in the German language.
In table 2 the results of the synonym test can
be found. The picture reverse here in contrast to
the results in table 1. The average Cosine similarity for analogous words in the German language
are roughly twice as high as for the English language. The average Cosine similarity between
random nouns is, as expected, nearly zero.
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Figure 1: Network topology for CBOW and Skip-Gram model.
category

ref.

English

German

CBOW

SG

CBOW

capitalcommon

81.60

86.96
(+5.36)

93.48
(+9.88)

91.70
(+8.1)

capital-world

83.30

91.29
(+7.99)

82.55
(+1.25)

84.88
(+1.58)

gram7past-tense

64.49

65.26
(+0.8)

42.11
(-22.38)

42.17
(-22.32)

gram8-plural

86.64

84.01
(+2.63)

45.16
(-41.48)

48.02
(-38.62)

gram9-pl-verb

67.93

62.07
(-5.86)

62.83
(-5.1)

65.15
(-2.78)

Table 1: Accuracy for regularity test (excerpt).
ref.

English

German

CBOW

SG

CBOW

synonyms

0.25

0.26

0.56

0.56

random nouns

0.08

0.04

0.06

0.05

1

Table 2: Average Cosine similarity.
3.3 Enriching Small Annotated Corpora with
Word Embeddings
We want to demonstrate that natural language processing problems that rely on relatively small annotated corpora as training data can benefit from
word embeddings learned on large, non-annotated
corpora. We have seen that similar words have
similar word embeddings. Clustering the embed-

dings with k-Means thus yields k partitions of
similar words. Enriching a small annotated training corpus by tagging each word with the partition
it belongs to has two possible advantages: First,
we can handle unknown words the same way as
words with similar embeddings. Second, we can
pool related words and can estimate more reliable statistics for rare words (Andreas and Klein,
2014).
In our experiment, we consider the TüBa-D/Z
treebank (Telljohann et al., 2009), a corpus of
merely 3,444 newspaper articles whose sentences
are annotated with dependence trees. This treebank is widely used for training natural language
parsers for both constituency and dependency
grammars. We evaluate a classification problem
closely related to dependency parsing, where for
an unlabeled arc in a given parsetree we want to
predict the label of the arc. The TüBa-D/Z treebank in .conll dependency tree format has 34
classes of dependencies (Foth, 2006). We use
Naive Bayes for classification using features for
the word, the lemma and the POS-tag of both the
head and tail of the arc. Additionally, we use the
cluster of the word embedding for the corresponding word as a feature.
√
We select k ≈ 1.6M , such that the space
of pairs of words is about the size of the vocabulary. This makes estimating statistics about
pairs of words feasible. Using a 10-fold, linearly split cross validation we show an accuracy
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of 87.33 ± 0.43% using only traditional features.
Using the additional features based on word embedding clusters, we get an accuracy of 88.33 ±
0.43%, which is a significant increase of 1%.

4

Related Work

There have been many attempts to incorporate word embeddings into existing natural language processing solutions for the English language. Examples include Named-Entity Recognition (Turian et al., 2009), Machine Translation
(Zou et al., 2013), Sentiment Analysis (Maas et
al., 2011) or Automatic Summarization (Kageback et al., 2014). For Natural Language Parsing, there have been attempts to improve parser
training by incorporating new features based on
word embeddings. Andreas and Klein investigated
their usefulness for constituency parsing (2014),
Hisamoto et al. (2013) and Bansal et al. (2014)
for dependency parsing. Their features are also
based on clustered word embeddings and they also
report small, but significant increases in accuracy
for English dependency parsing.

5

Conclusion

We have shown that word embeddings can capture word similarities and word analogies for the
German language. We demonstrated a significant
improvement of parse tree labeling accuracy for
German TüBa-D/Z treebank based on word embeddings.
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